The Gamma Ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST) Large Area Telescope (LAT) is a pair-production high-energy (>20 MeV) gamma-ray telescope being built by an international partnership of astrophysicists and particle physicists for a satellite launch in 2006, designed to study a wide variety of high-energy astrophysical phenomena. As part of the development effort, the collaboration has built a Balloon Flight Engineering Model (BFEM) for flight on a high-altitude Manuscript
After a 2 hour ascent to an altitude of 38 km (atmospheric depth 3.8 g/cm2), the balloon was carried rapidly west. It reached the limit of telemetry after three hours at float altitude, and the flight was terminated. The BFEM was recovered (after a fairly rough descent and landing) near San Angelo, Texas. The total time from the start of the GLAST BFEM development to launch was about 13 months, thus achieving the goal of a rapid completion.
VI. RESULTS
Even before the flight had been completed, the BFEM demonstrated that the first three goals of the mission had been achieved:
1. The detectors worked well throughout the flight. The trigger, based on three x-y signals from consecutive layers of the tracker, operated successfully. The tracker-based trigger was an important departure from previous gamma-ray telescopes. The basic concept of the LAT was validated.
The high atmospheric background
proved no obstacle to the BFEM data collection. Even through the Pfotzer maximum, the trigger rate never exceeded 1.5
KHz, well below the 6 KHz that the BFEM could handle. The rate at float altitude was 500 Hz. The trigger rate as a function of altitude is shown in Fig. 5 3. A wide variety of event types was seen. Although the vast majority of triggers were cosmic rays as expected, some showers and gamma-ray pair production events were seen, along with a number of "short-track" events that require further analysis.
The data certainly provide a reference set of triggers that are being used to compare and calibrate the simulations for both the BFEM and the flight unit. The detector subsystems all performed as expected. Although some tracker readout problems had been seen on the ground under high rate conditions and the on-board software had been modified to handle such conditions, these problems did not occur during flight.
The tracker performance •seen in Fig. 3 , with essentially 100% efficiency and no significant noise, was characteristic of the events seen in flight. Using the tracker as a guide, the ACD was able to construct pulse height distributions for each of the tiles using tracks that were likely to penetrate the tile. Fig. 6 shows one of those, which shows the characteristic Landau distribution.
The lower end of the distribution lies well above any noise from the phototube, giving confidence that the efficiency of the ACD is high.
The calorimeter also used the tracker information to identify penetrating particles, and from those tracks was able to construct a pulse height distribution showing not only singly-charged particles but also some cosmic ray helium particles, as shown in Fig. 7 .
The fourth goal of the BFEM mission, the development of a demonstration data analysis sYstem , started well before the balloon launch.
The work was carried out in parallel with continued development of the satellite data system. Some additional information about the data system is given in [5] .
The processing of the data followed the planned pattern of the flight pro_am, with conversion to a ROOT format, subsystem analyses to determine in-flight calibrations, and pattern recognition (RECON) to categorize the events. An event display for use with both the simulation data and the flight data was developed. Due to the limited quantity of data (the one disappointment during the balloon flight was a leak in the pressure vessel that forced the shut-down of onboard disks that would have collected a much larger volume of data), sophisticated cataloging and retrieval methods were not needed. ,.................................. VII. FUTURE WORK Theavailability of thedatacollected duringtheflightand the simulations developed to modelthe BFEM offer opportunities tocarryoutanalysis beyond thisdemonstration thattheBFEMmet itsbasic goals. Future workwill include:
-Comparing details ofthemodel (distribution oftracker layerhits,angular distribution of charged andneutral events, energy deposits, etc.)with whatwasseen duringthe flight,anddetermining whatparameters (such asassumed primary andsecondary cosmic ray spectra for various particle types) couldbeadjusted (withinobservational uncertainties) to produce better agreement [6] . -Improving event selection techniques using boththe flightdataandthesimulations, andthenusingthose criteria toderive improved response functions forthe BFEM, including absolute effective area asa function ofenergy andangle [7] . -Usingthe optimizedsimulations to construct an atmospheric gamma-ray spectrumand angular distribution, whichcan be compared to previous balloon data. -Comparing the techniques derivedfor theBFEM analysis withthose being developed fortheflightunit inorder tohighlight possible improvements.
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